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FRIENDS OF THE SUFFOLK PUNCH

9 DECEMBER 2016

FINAL SUBMISSION FOLLOWING THE DECISION OF THE EXECUTIVE SCRUTINY
COMMITTEE TO ASK THE DECISION TO BE REVIEWED

.

This is a brief submission to address the outstanding issue as to the Nomination of the
Suffolk Punch as an Asset of Community Value.
I submit that the only issue that was the main consideration of the Decision maker and the
advice supplied to her was regarding below:Whether there is a time in the recent past when an actual use of the building or other land
that was not an ancillary use furthered the social well-being or interests of the local
community, AND it is realistic to think that there is a time in the next five years when there
could be non-ancillary use of the building or other land that would further (whether or not in
the same way as before) the social well-being or social interests of the local community.
1) I submit that the recent past test was acceded by the Decision maker.
2) This leaves the second part of the above paragraph – many residents have given
verbal evidence to both the Delegated Decision Meeting on the 15 November 2016
and to the Executive Scrutiny Committee on the 5 December 2016 all have stated
there willingness to use a new facility on the site and indeed went further by stating
the need for such a facility.
3) We have now heard from a local business who is willing to purchase and invest in
the site which now makes it even more realistic to think it could be a Pub again.
4) The contention by the Council solicitor Janet Kealey that the owners intention make
it unrealistic are totally refuted by case law in particular the case set out below:Patel v London Borough of Hackney & Anor [Tribunal Reference CR/2013/0005],
The narrative is set out here :where it is noted that the owner’s stated intentions should be taken into account
“as part of the whole set of circumstances” but those intentions will not be decisive alone.
Mr Patel’s evidence was that the residential development was going to proceed. The judge
considered that there were three planning possibilities and each was realistic. One option
was that a planning application would be refused and the pub reopened (para. 16). This
shows that it is enough that there are a number of realistic possibilities and one of them is
a community use.
The fact there is planning application and a sale based upon that does not stop the listing.
I will also supply a sample of the evidence e-mailed to my by residents – it is not
exhaustive but is good sample of the feeling and evidence of further potential use.
I also will submit a Business Plan when complete by Bucks Star Brewery though not
required by legislation I think it will add to the contention of a realistic outcome.
I therefore now contend that all requirements have been met by the Nominators and the
Suffolk Punch be listed as an Asset of Community Value.
I would grateful if this put before the Decision maker as soon as possible – I will submit the
business plan as soon as I have it.
Robin Bradburn
Friends of The Suffolk Punch.
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COMPILATION DOCUMENTS WITH E-MAILS SUPPORTING THE LISTING AS AN
ASSET OF COMMUNITY VALUE – IN PARTICULAR EVIDENCE OF POTENTIAL
FURTHER USE.
In response to having received your leaflet re the above, very unfortunately we are unable
to attend the Monday 5 December meeting at the Civic Offices.
We are to be in Bristol for a funeral otherwise we most certainly would have come.
We feel very strongly about the closure and demolition of the Punch and its removal of a
local social hub.
I have tried without success to email the council in the past and it ended without success.
I hope for all the sakes of the local community the council comes to its senses and
provides for the locals.
We did frequent the Punch when it was a going concern for many years, for food, meeting
for drinks with friends and for the men to play pool and darts.
All this could be lost to a decision made by the council and thus our views we would like to
be passed to the council in our absence.
Good Luck and many thanks for your efforts.
___________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your work keeping the Suffolk Punch as an Asset of Community Value.
Sorry, I doubt I will be able to get to the Civic for 6.30 today.
When I moved to Heelands 28 years ago I worked there for a while. It was an extremely
well run pub and carvery with an excellent reputation, always busy and known for miles
around. It was quite a landmark in Milton Keynes, if someone said they didn't know where
Heelands was I used to say "you know, where the Suffolk Punch is" and they always
knew. It changed over the years with different management and food, but it was still good,
I remember a barbecue and fireworks on bonfire night, Christmas and New Year parties
and going to hear some good musicians there.
However I heard that it was allowed to go downhill, with a room being used for drugs, and
drug deals going on in the Church's car park, which would certainly keep most people
away, including me.
I think it was fairly obvious to us at the meeting held in the Heelands Meeting Place that it
was all deliberate by the Parks Trust. The representative never did explain why the
brewery was allowed to hand it back without doing any repairs. And the family who said
they were going to run it did not look or sound professional to me. I heard afterwards they
had already run a pub badly until it was closed down (in Fullers Slade I believe), so why
were they given the job, was it to make sure it closed?
Communities are dying because of a lack of neighbourhood places to meet, get to know
other people and enjoy social activities. Life today can be lonely for some people and a
pub was an ideal place to go.
I would love it if a local brewery could take it over. I would go there.Dear Robin
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Thank you for your email. I am writing to confirm that my family and I benefit from the use
of the Suffolk Punch as it provides a good venue for social gathering, family time and
meeting up with friends.
We have used it in the past as a meeting place for refreshments after friends children
being confirmed at the local church.
Hughes Network Systems Europe
________________________________________________________________________________
Yep It can be used for other Formats & I would use the facility
_______________________________________________________________________
Robin
As a hardened drinker and member of CAMRA, I believe that every community is
enhanced by the presence of a good pub. I used to drink and eat in the Suffolk Punch
extensively in years gone by, and I would very much look forward to being able to do so
again, especially if the premises is not run by a large corporate pubco but by a local
entrepreneur serving locally brewed beers. Rest assured I will be banging on the door to
get in if the plan to revive the pub comes to pass.
Regards
______________________________________________________________________________
We think it is important for the community of Heelands and we would happily support a
new social facility.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for all of the hard work that you are putting in to save our community space. I
am sad that the pub (The Suffolk Punch) did close its doors as it is/was a great asset to
the community when it was at its peak and under sufficient management.
In the near future I would be grateful to see the building or space used to benefit the
children of tomorrow , being a family restaurant or public house.
Bringing more housing into the area will only cause more problems as we do not have the
space as it is. Pot holes are everywhere and the schools understaffed.
I would love to see the space as a youth centre as Heelands itself does not have this
facility nor one near our area.
I will continue to support your efforts.
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Hello Robin
Its good news to hear your efforts are providing hope. I can confirm I would use a new
refurbed establishment regularly with friends and family. The plight of the Suffolk Punch
was largely due to the fact it had not received a significant update in almost twenty years
not the fact the people of the community do not want a local establishment to interact and
socialise with one another. I sincerely believe such a venue has a place in Heelands and
can only improve the community relations. You only have to visit the Queen Victoria In
Bradwell to see the difference a makeover can make. The venue is often busy with people
travelling outside the north of MK to visit. The Suffolk Punch is larger with ample free
parking which is rare in MK . I see no reason why this cannot be a success and attract the
local community.
Kind Regards
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______________________________________________________________________________Thank you for your prompt update. The suffolk punch has been sorely missed as an asset
to the residents of heelands and the surrounding areas. We need to have it back up and
running as a responsibly managed local pub. We lost part of our identity as a community
when it closed.
Thank you
______________________________________________________________________________
Hi Robin,
Thank you for your email.
I was very pleased to read that the outcome of the meeting was a positive one for those of
us who wish to retain a public house or social venue on Heelands.
I was particularly pleased to read that the committee voted in a convincing majority to ask
for the decision not to renew the community asset status of the Suffolk Punch to be
reviewed.
I think the fact that Bucks Star Brewery believe that there could be a profitable business
run from the site is very positive and further reinforces evidence given at the previous
meeting that such a business would become a much needed and well used asset to the
residents of Heelends as the pub has been in the past.
As you know, there is now no social hub, leisure or entertainment facility on the estate and
I believe that it is vital that the community has such a facility, without one the Estate
certainly loses appeal.
Please keep me updated with further developments.
Kind regards
______________________________________________________________________________
Robin, I am very much behind the old suffolk punch site becoming a new public house
especially if family oriented
_____________________________________________________________________________
Hi Robin
This is just a short email to show my support for the Suffolk Punch Pub Heelands Milton
Keynes being acquire by the Bucks Star micro brewery which I consider will be a valuable
asset to the local community.
I along with many others would certainly use this new facility at the Heelands should it get
the go ahead.
I am already looking forward to my first visit.
Best regards
_______________________________________________________________________________
Dear Robin,
I believe that it is essential that Heelands has a pub and this would be something which I
would be very prepared to use.
Regards
_______________________________________________________________________
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Hi Robin, Its great to hear that the committee has voted to review the decision again. Its
also very encouraging to learn that a new local business is willing to invest in opening The
Suffolk Punch as a pub again. I think a new pub run by a micro brewery and not a national
chain will be a huge asset to not only Heelands but the neighbouring estates too. I for one
would love to have the opportunity to socialise more locally and I’m sure the same applies
for many other local residents.
Thank you for supporting this very worthwhile campaign
Kind regards
________________________________________________________________________________
Since I moved here in 1984, I have found the Suffolk Punch to be a well- run and
Managed asset to the community, which my wife and I regularly attended as a convivial
venue.
That is, until the last two tenanted (after Green King ceased ownership, and the facility
reverted to The Park's Trust), when it fell into reduced attendance and food provision due
to the Parks Trust Tenancy arrangement.
I will be very pleased to see a new owner of this essential asset to the community,
providing hosting to it's customers, once again.
I will certainly be one of them!
_______________________________________________________________________
Hi Robin,
I fully support the reopening of the Suffolk Punch as a pub! I am sure that Mr. Datis Gold
will produce a business plan that will ensure the success of the pub. His interest in
ecological methods in the production of food and drink will be a great benefit to the local
community and Milton Keynes as a whole.
I speak as an individual CAMRA member.
Best regards
Dear Robin,
I am writing as a resident of Bradwell parish to say that it is my firm belief that it is vital we
retain a community facility on the site of the Suffolk Punch for local residents and that I
would be fully prepared to use the new facility proposed (i.e. as proposed by the brewery
Bucks Star.
Yours sincerely,
_______________________________________________________________________
Hi Robin
Great mews to hear that the Suffolk Punch could be reopening and well overdue, as
business users in MK and regular visitors in its heyday really excited about the prospect of
it reopening.
Good luck and thank you for taking the initiative.
Regards
Corporate Director | Towergate Insurance Milton Keynes

Hi Robin,
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I hear that some people have got together to try and save the Suffolk Punch. Good for
them, and I would like to add my name to this too ; I understand that you may be able to
help.
Firstly I think that every community needs a well-managed public house. It is a place
where people can meet and exchange ideas, celebrate moments and extend sympathies
with each other.
Secondly, I have got to know Bucks Star brewery over the last 18 months and I find Datis,
the owner and head brewer, to be a highly intelligent and good natured person. His
passion for brewing is no fleeting hobby, he loves the product and he is interested in the
way in which groups of people enjoy the sociability of a pub. He has a flair for both brewing
and business. I think that if he were to be given the chance, the Suffolk Punch could be not
only a great community asset for Heelands but would be a beacon of skilled craft within
the wider Milton Keynes pub loving community. This community of course includes
CAMRA members ; I am myself a member and I organised the 2014 and 2015 Concrete
Pint Beer Festivals at the Old Bus Station in CMK.
Thirdly, one of the core principles of CAMRA is to promote variety and individuality, and
this is hardly possible when so many pubs fall into the ownership of a small clutch of large
centrally controlled companies. Here is a great chance to give MK an independent outlet to
be proud of.
The Suffolk Punch has a real history within the context of such a young city. Adnams
Brewery opened it as a bold venture west of their recognised patch. It featured at one time
in CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide. I would be very pleased to see it restored, and it would
enjoy my patronage,
Thanks for anything you can do,
Rgds

FURTHER E-MAILS IN SUPORT OF SUFFOLK PUNCH
14 December 2016
I would like to confirm that my Husband and I would certainly support a local public house
on Heelands. Knowing that a brewery is interested in investing in the Suffolk Punch site,to
re-establish a common meeting place for the community is excellent news and look
forward to it being successful so we can support it.
________________________________________________________________________
Dear Robin,
The pub was for the benefit of our community in heelands but unfortunately was neglected
by the owners of the site and then they closed it down for the benefit of the developers.
I know of hundreds of people in Heelands and Bradwell village who are very upset with
Park Trust for trying to take our community apart by destroying the community asset in
favour of profiting developers. We have enough house in Heelands but not Community
hub.
I fully support your cause to reinstate the pub as ACV.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Dear Robin,
Re: Supporting The Suffolk Punch as an Assets for the community
I just like to let you know that I fully support your struggle to save the community asset at
Heelands. I have used that pub many times in the past and I am sad to see it in the state it
is. I have always supported community projects and services throughout my life. I wish you
and the community in Heelands and Milton Keynes a successful outcome, please let me
know if there is anything I can do to support this cause.
Kind regards,
MOTs R US Limited
_____________________________________________________________________
Dear Robin,
I was unable to get to the last meeting on 5th December but hope I will be able to get to the
one on the 19th December. Part of the problem seems to be that you are sending some
emails to an old email address which can only be read on my phone but not on my PC
(because I deleted the account from Outlook). So I have some vague idea that I have seen
something but cannot find it later. Please use the email at the bottom of this email.
I did make the first meeting and I was not impressed. Cllr Clifford had already made up her
mind as presented in the document sent out beforehand. I do not think that aphorisms such
as “pubs close all the time” are an argument for losing a community facility, particularly as
the Parks Trust engineered the closure of the Suffolk Punch. I wasn’t impressed by the
representative of the Parks Trust either who quipped that the Parks Trust wasn’t into
running pubs (well, at least not until recently) especially as the Parks Trust seems to be
happy running burger bars on its land. Most people would call this double standards.
It is also unfair to set a test that requires us to look into the future which is unpredictable.
However let me reiterate some points I have made in the past.
1. The founding fathers of Milton Keynes designed the new estates to emulate the half a
dozen or so old villages on which the town is built. That is: a meeting place equivalent to a
parish hall and a pub. The fact that the Heelands has a church right next door to it gives it
more of a village feel as in most old villages the pub and church are at the heart of any
community looking after both spiritual and worldly needs.
2. Although the Heelands has a meeting place/parish hall it costs money to hire it for a
meeting – not many people want to shell out £10 an hour for an informal gathering of three
or four (and no beer either!). A pub is an informal place, it costs nothing to use it except to
buy food and drink.
3. The Suffolk Punch was at the heart of the community (even if it is situated on the edge
of the estate) and could be again with the right management and it has co-existed with the
church for as long as I can recall which is over thirty years.
4. There is an important element in that it promotes safety for the community since there
are people walking backwards and forwards to the Suffolk Punch in the evenings and after
dark. This is a deterrent to thieves, burglars and yobs intent on causing criminal damage. I
could, for instance, walk to the pub on Bradwell Common (or for that matter in Bradwell
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Village). However, I would not do so after dark along the redways and underpasses.
Langcliffe Drive is a long feeder road overlooked by houses and with a fair amount of traffic
even at night. I have never felt unsafe walking the footpath alongside this road.
5. People who drink in pubs are less likely to become alcoholics than those who drink
alone at home since their intake can be monitored by bar staff.
6. With the right management the Suffolk Punch could again be at the heart of the
community with special evenings or events, for example, for the elderly at Flintergill Court –
a Christmas lunch perhaps. Most of us have met up after work for informal meetings in a
pub. And I would have thought that wedding parties from the church next door would have
found it more amenable for a reception that the meeting place (which is pretty soulless). It
was, and could be again, a place for families to enjoy themselves. The surrounding green
space made it ideal for youngsters to let off steam but remain in sight of their parents. This
green area was described in one of the reports submitted as “unmanaged.” Not
surprisingly it was the Parks Trust that unmanaged it – since Linford Wood is only about a
hundred yards away and could easily have been managed to encourage wildlife whilst its
employees were in Linford Wood; but one gets the impression that the unmanaged state
was deliberate in order to make it ripe for property developers. It is this green space that
makes it ideal for irregular events put on by the Suffolk Punch. I have nothing in mind but
treasure hunts for the kids or car boot sales sometimes pop into my head. And it would
solve the parking problem which was created by the Parks Trust in the first place by
opening up the pub car park again.
7. My cleaning lady (I know this is anecdotal, but still relevant) lives on Stantonbury and
tells me that the Suffolk Punch was her family’s favoured place for a meal which was within
walking distance and meant that they did not have to risk drinking and driving. Indeed, this
last point is relevant to all residents of the Heelands.
8. Since the Suffolk Punch was peremptorily closed by the Parks Trust the soul has gone
out of the Heelands, leaving only the Chinese takeaway, Tesco, the off licence (which
closes at 10.00 p.m.) and something called the Red Rooster selling rubber chicken. None
of them are community venues and most visitors at night seem to come from neighbouring
estates to visit the off licence and Tesco. It’s not much of a meeting place!
9. What we don’t want is a pub with loud music which only appeals to the yob element or a
pub with a subscription to Sky Sport. These may be fine in a town with many pubs that
cater for certain types of clientele. I wouldn’t be interested in visiting a pub that had a
reputation for sports or music. I want a pub where you can hear yourself speak, order a
meal and enjoy a quiet evening. If a pub can be the heart of the community the community
should also be the heart of the pub. So it shouldn’t become an expensive restaurant for the
select few either.
10. Like most people who turned out for the first meeting (I didn’t make the second) I would
be one of the first back at the Suffolk Punch.
It is not just the loss of the Suffolk Punch which makes so many residents angry it is further
loss of the green space around it. We just don’t want any more erosion of our green
spaces. We may not be able to afford oily lawyers (clearly the Parks Trust has plenty of
money when it comes to m’learned friends) and all we can do is point out that the Suffolk
Punch would be welcomed back if it was reopened.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________-
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Dear Sir,
I live in Heelands and want to express my support for the Suffolk Punch to be listed
again as an assets for the local community. I used to meet my friends in there and I was
shocked when it was destroyed by Park Trust obvious neglect of the site and then decided
to create concrete jungle. I really hope you can have it listed as an ACV site again and
keep it as a hub for the local community and Milton Keyens. With Bucks Star in there I
have every confidence this is achievable.
I thank you for helping the local community.
Thanks,
______________________________________________________________________
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am the manager of MOTs R US Milton Keynes, 300 yards from Suffolk Punch. I live on
Gisburn close in Heelands and want to express my view and support for the Suffolk Punch
to stay as an assets for the local community. We used to use the pub for our guests and
customers including the staff at our business as a meeting place. It was a great
disappointment when Park Trust started to neglect the site and I really hope the right
people can revive the place again for the local community and town.
Please accept this as a letter of support.
Kind regards,
MOTs R US Limited
________________________________________________________________________________
Dear Councillor
I have been made aware that a consultation meeting is due to determine the future of the
Suffolk Punch establishment at Heelands.
I would like to express that I believe the Suffolk Punch holds considerable community
value and should be retained and refurbished to provide the service to local residents, the
wider community and also local businesses.
As a small business owner located within a small distance away at Stonebridge I believe
that with the right infrastructure and investment this establishment could provide local
businesses with useful conference and hospitality facilities in addition to other services it
can offer to local residents.
Kind Regards
Envirolution Energy Ltd
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LINKS TO CASES
Robin
I wasn't convinced by legal advice that MKC has been giving about interpretation of the
right to bid for community assets, so I did some searching. Incidentally I see that there's a
requirement on MKC to inform the local parish council of any attempt to get an asset
registered in the parish.
The legislative intent is clearly to make it straightforward to get something listed as as
asset of community value and not to make this a complicated or complex matter.
For a brief outline of case law, see
http://www.emlawshare.co.uk/resource/assets-community-value/
And in more detail
http://www.emlawshare.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/EM-LawShare-NewsletterAutumn-16.pdf
Suggests that the criteria with regard to probable future use as a community asset need be
only 'more than fanciful' and that a fully worked out business plan is not a requirement.
See http://moderngov.dover.gov.uk/documents/s16314/DD33%2015%20%20Chequer%20Inn%20ACV.pdf
It's certainly not correct to use balance of probability as the criteria. It appears that a
realistic probability that it could be the outcome and not that it is the most likely outcome is
the criteria used in judicial review. Also, that a landlord's intention to develop land should
not necessarily prevent listing.
Finally there's a really detailed series of case histories (88 pages) that covers almost
everything, herehttp://www.9stonebuildings.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/cc_Assets-of-CommunityValue-guide-12-11-15-Third-version.pdf
Almost all of the cases are positive but pages 21-22 look especially useful/relevant.
From
Chair of Bradwell Parish Council
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E-Mail from Developers High Street Homes

Subject: Discussion with High Street Homes as regards
potential to negotiate a different community facility related to
the Suffolk Punch site
Hello, all,
In advance of our forthcoming meeting next Tuesday, I thought that
it would be useful to consider what may be possible using the
footprint of the proposed Nursery building.
Having attended all of the public meetings in respect of this, I have
heard many points of view and it is clear to me that different
residents want different things. Accordingly, I have asked our
Architects to outline what may be possible as a multifunction room,
as per the attached plan, and I believe that this covers many of the
wishes expressed by the residents. I have also attached the Design
Rationale, explaining how we have arrived at this possible solution.
You may also wish to consider the monetary aspect of this
possibility; we would need to see a receipt for the land of £ 90,000
(as recently valued by Kirkby Diamond Chartered Surveyors), and
estimate that the building would cost £ 200,000 to construct. We
would be happy to build the building or sell the land for construction
by others, but in this event would not want any construction to take
place during our development period.
We will also have to address the issue of any further parking
provision. The new housing as proposed has adequate parking and
there is also provision for Visitor parking alongside the main road,
and there is already some parking at the church.
Notwithstanding this, there is clearly a need for the Nursery, and
we can discuss this further at our meeting.
Regards
n
Bob Goss MCIOB
Director

See attachment
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LITTLE LOUGHTON MANOR
THE GREEN
LOUGHTON
MILTON KEYNES
MK5 8AW
Dear Robin,

Suffolk Punch
I believe strongly that the ACV order for the above should be reinstated.
The site is obviously of benefit to the local inhabitants as a centre of community life. It is a few years
since the building was used to its full potential after what would appear to be a schedule of
conspired constructive disassembly of an irreplaceable community asset, by the owners for their
own ends.
The local community has voiced its opinion many times but there seems to be a lack of enthusiasm
by the powers to be to accept the challenge and improve the development.
One could certainly be forgiven for thinking that the people making these decisions prefer to court
the wishes of the rich and powerful rather than those of the people whose lives will be most
affected by their decisions.
In the past I have used the old Suffolk Punch, as was, many times for business meetings etc. In the
future if this building were to be re-established, then I would certainly do so again.
It is my understanding that a local company has interest in the site to provide a service and to also
employ local people. The company is proposing to develop the site taking into consideration a
reinstated ACV order.
It would certainly benefit the local people more than another soulless development of houses
without any provision of community services. This is so important these days as community spirit
seems to be gradually disappearing from our society.
If the opportunity were to arise I would certainly appreciate that my comments are added to any
others you may receive.

Yours Sincerely

Derek Martin
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COMMUN I
CATION S

Society for the Advancement of Black Arts (SABA)
Head Office
Unit 1, Resource Business Centre,
537 Norwood Road,
London, SE27 9DL
Tel: 0208 776 6776
info@saba.org.uk

December 9th, 2016
Dear Councillor

This letter is to confirm our support to keep The Suffolk Punch as an Asset of Community Value,
especially for the residents of Heelands.
The main reasons for our support are as follows:
1) A centre for community gathering
2) A centre to strengthen the local business community
3) A centre to encourage environmentally sustainable community development
A centre for community gathering:
The ability to have places where local people can come together is at the core of all community
cohesion. The Suffolk Punch has the facilities to accommodate this and can appropriately ensure
that all sections of our diverse community can be engage within it. These gatherings can be made
around the cultural focussed areas of food and performing expressions.
A centre to strengthen local businesses:
The Suffolk punch is the perfect place where local businesses can network with other. This can be
through the display of their goods and services with exhibition type formats. Or it can be where local
businesses can network with each other through themed discussions, seminars and workshops to
share good practice.
A centre to encourage environmentally sustainable community development:
We know of community based, environmentally friendly organisations who would use the Suffolk
Arms as a centre for organic led sustainability for Milton Keynes & Heelands residents.
Please let us know if there are ways we can continue to support this campaign.
Yours sincerely,

John Downie
Director
SABA is a UK Registered Charity No: 1079821
Limited by guarantee in the UK, Registered No: 3768201
Registered office Unit 1, Resource Business Centre, SE27 9DL
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Executive Summary
The Bucks Star philosophy is to create a place where local people and families can meet in a relaxed
environment serving the best artisan ales brewed in Buckinghamshire without compromising on
quality or taste. A place that supports and promotes partnership fostering a close relationship between
business and community whilst mindful of the ecological priorities now facing business leaders.
The vehicle which Bucks Star will use to drive the community project forward will be a recentlyformed voluntary organisation called Small Business Events (“SBE”). The main focus of this
organisation is to promote and support independent small businesses in Milton Keynes and North
Bucks and to transform the pub into a central hub for all of the Milton Keynes community, although
specific details of program cannot be advertised due to reasons of confidentiality. Additionally, our
priorities will be aligned towards the well-being of the local community with the aim of improving
living-standards and supporting local charities.

Highlights
New research from Oxford University today reveals that people who have a ‘local' pub are not only
significantly happier than those who do not, but also have higher life satisfaction and have more close
friends.
The report written by Professor Robin Dunbar for CAMRA (the Campaign for Real Ale) outlines that having
a strong social network significantly improves both your happiness and your overall health. The more
people you know, and the more often you see them, the better you feel and the healthier you are.
Face-to-face meetings are absolutely vital to maintaining friendships, because these are particularly
susceptible to decay over time. Given the integral role of pubs in providing a venue to meet people and build
up friendships, Professor Dunbar undertook a series of studies which found that:
•People who have a ‘local' and those patronizing community-type pubs have more close friends on
whom they can call for support, and are happier and more trusting of others than those who do not
have a local. They also feel more engaged with their wider community
•Those who were casual visitors to the pub, and those in larger pubs, scored themselves as having
consumed significantly more alcohol than those drinking in their "local" or smaller community pubs
•A pub is more likely to be seen as someone's ‘local' if it is close to where they live or work
•People in city centre bars may be in larger social groups than those in more community-oriented
pubs, but they are less engaged with those with whom they are associating and have significantly
shorter conversations
•A limited alcohol intake improves wellbeing and some (though not all) social skills, just as it has
been shown to improve other cognitive abilities and health, but these abilities decline as alcohol
intake increases beyond a moderate level
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Professor Robin Dunbar, Oxford University, says: "Friendship and community are probably the two most
important factors influencing our health and wellbeing. Making and maintaining friendships, however, is
something that has to be done face-to-face: the digital world is simply no substitute. Given the increasing
tendency for our social life to be online rather than face-to-face, having relaxed accessible venues where
people can meet old friends and make new ones becomes ever more necessary."
Tim Page, CAMRA Chief Executive, says: "Whilst we are delighted that such robust research highlights
some of the many benefits of visiting a pub, I hardly expect the findings will be a great surprise to CAMRA
members! Pubs offer a social environment to enjoy a drink with friends in a responsible, supervised
community setting. Nothing is more significant for individuals, the social groupings to which they belong
and the country as a whole as our personal and collective wellbeing. The role of community pubs in
ensuring that wellbeing cannot be overstated. For that reason, we all need to do what we can to ensure that
everyone has a ‘local' near to where they live or work."
The report concludes with a series of recommendations to Government, publicans and city planners in order
to keep more pubs open and accessible to people across the country. (CAMRA, 2016)
·SBE offers a new approach, by day serving nutritionally rich fruit juices, creamy smoothies and
soft drinks transforming, by night, to traditional tavern promoting organically crafted artisan
ales and fine wines.
·SBE will create a high quality, inviting and friendly space for those connoisseurs seeking peace,
relaxation and the best beers in Milton Keynes, whilst providing an environment that is warm
and welcoming to families and seniors.
·SBE has a strong community ethos and will focus on the well-being of the community, helping to
tackle depression, create employment, reduce crime, and improve living standards.
·The Suffolk Punch & Swan will only serve sustainably produced beers, focusing primarily on
beers and ciders made within Milton Keynes itself.
·SBE intends to use the site as MK's first brewing school alongside offering cookery and growing
courses and free training to help upskill the young and unemployed.
·SBE will create a strong social network for the local community, projecting strong ecological
values and emphasis on locally made products. SBE will avoid products containing pesticides
and artificial sugars and will use an innovative approach to reduce waste designated for
landfill.
·SBE commits to working in partnership with other local businesses, independents and community
organisations such as charities, and to be a culturally-integrated hub within the local
community, whilst fostering cohesion, collaboration, innovation and creativity.
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Mission Statement
SBE will deliver a unique community led environment, staffed by a warm and friendly team serving the best
organically brewed artisan cask ales ensuring every customer will not only want to return but will want to
bring their family and friends to experience the newest and most unique social hub in Milton Keynes and
Buckinghamshire.

Keys to Success
SBE believes the key to success is to provide a warm, relaxed, executive environment where business
leaders, ale connoisseurs and the local community can come together in partnership to create, speculate,
evaluate and smile. SBE will organise alternative events and entertainment for locals to feel at home.

Description of Business
Whether looking to take a lunch time break from the office, looking for a quiet and relaxed meeting space,
preparing for the commute home, tired from a workout at the gym or just passing why not drop into the
newest and most audacious café tavern, The Suffolk Punch & Swan located close to the most vibrant part of
Milton Keynes. At the The Suffolk Punch & Swan, while the sun shines, the ambience of the space is bright,
cheerful and inviting with friendly, outgoing staff serving a range of freshly made smoothies, fruit juices and
soft drinks, all designed to invigorate and refresh accompanied by some of the finest quality locally crafted
organically produced ales and a selection of locally-made wines.
As the sun sets the The Suffolk Punch & Swan transforms to become the focal point for those wanting to
sample the unique atmosphere of a good old fashioned tavern where the main source of entertainment is the
company and sparkling conversation. At the The Suffolk Punch & Swan we want to create an intimate
experience which provides a high standard of organically and sustainably produced cask ales, complimented
with traditional over the counter snacks, in an ambiance designed to promote social interaction, conversation
and community.
The The Suffolk Punch & Swan will be a unique social hub attracting locals and customers from a wide
range of backgrounds and cultures, behaving as a hub for various institutions and networks across Milton
Keynes and the wider community.

Owership Structure
Bucks Star will channel funds into the voluntary organisation Small Business Events. SBE will be the
vehicle committed to the transformation of the current site, leveraging on local small businesses to create an
environment that will champion the quality offerings of local businesses.
Bucks Star has so far raised £450,000 from immediate investors and a sister company is in discussions with
their bank who seem to very interested to lend funds for the same purpose.
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Licencing
The licensee is proposed as Datis Gol, currently the director of Bucks Star Brewery, Milton Keynes. It is
proposed that the premises will benefit from a use classification of A4 'Drinking Establishments' under The
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987.

Design and Layout
The internal design and layout is yet to be prepared, but will designed to provide an organic feel creating a
welcoming environment for individuals of all types, using principles of upcycling consistant with our
approach to ecology and using building contractors from within the local community to ensure as much of
the wealth is distributed locally.
Themed gardens for specific purposes will also be created on either sides of the building.

Suppliers
Our ethos is to use small local brewers who approach their craft with the same high standards and passion for
organically produced ales as Bucks Star.
The main supplier will be Bucks Star Brewery. Bucks Star is Milton Keynes' largest micro-brewery, using
local power to produce live unfiltered beers – following a traditional process and organic ingredients to
ensure a very pure, high quality product.
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Hours of Operation
Monday to Thursday
Friday and Saturday
Sunday

10:00am – 11pm
10.00am – 12am
10.00am – 10pm

Management
Reviving The Suffolk Punch as The Suffolk Punch and Swan is the conceptual idea of Datis Gol, Director of
Bucks Star Brewery in Milton Keynes. It is proposed that venue will be managed by a selected committee of
key investors who can demonstrate considerable diverse experience in operating successful businesses over
many years.

Pricing
SBE and Bucks Star have approached the pricing structure not from a margin driven prospective or based its
unit sale price on undercutting those who may see themselves in competitions. Our underlying theme is
providing organic locally crafted ales and ciders at the best possible price.
SBE, where possible, will feature guest beers from local beer and cider brewers who maintain the key theme
of high quality and pure beers and ciders, from within the Bucks County.
The average price of a pint of beer in Buckinghamshire is £3.61 (Daily Mirror, 2015)
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E-MAIL IN SUPPORT OF FURTHER FUNDING BARCLAYS BANK
14 December 2016

Mario,
Further to our conversation relating to The Suffolk Punch.
I can confirm that I would strongly consider your request.
You have a good history with Barclays and have previously borrowed and repaid previous commercial
borrowings with Barclays.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Regards
Craig
Craig Kerins | Barclays Business | Northants & Bucks
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